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Across the nation, 

and in many United 
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making face masks 

to meet the need for 
healthcare workers 

during the pandemic. 
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MAY DAY
A month ago, things we thought were important are not only no longer at the top of the list of 
importance – they are not even occurring at all. 

Many top Methodist leaders were focused on the General Conference session that was going to 
occur this month in Minnesota, possibly moving forward with a plan that would divide the United 
Methodist Church. That’s not happening now, maybe next year, at a time to be determined later. The 
jurisdictional conferences that elect bishops… those are on hold, too. Annual conference sessions… 
many have already announced plans to delay. Our church buildings are closed for worship, with no 
solid idea of when they may reopen. Weddings have been postponed or scaled back from hundreds of 
guests to fewer than 10. 

My sons’ school was unbelievably well prepared for a situation such as this. All high school students 
are issued their own laptops at the beginning of the year. All middle school students are issued their 
own iPads. School lessons are posted through a national educational platform called Schoology. All of 
these systems were in place for years. 

When the students came back from spring break, everyone started distance learning. And then, it all 
crashed. Halfway through the day the school called it off and said they would try it again the next day. 
The next day it worked a little, but not very well. On Wednesday they said they would use the rest of 
the week to work out the bugs and give it a go again the following week. After a couple more starts 
and stops, they finally said, forget it…grades are frozen at what you have now, all classes have been 
changed to pass/fail. 

I share this story not to complain, but to explain: a well-funded, professional organization that was 
well equipped, trained and experienced in online operations was not able to pull it off when it came 
right down to it. Therefore, smaller organizations who are not prepared to operate fully online will of 
course experience glitches. 

In high school, what was getting out a few days early for spring break is now not going back to high 
school or seeing the people you went to school with again. Prom, graduation, sports, all the big deal 
high school stuff just got deleted off of the calendar. To show support for the 2020 seniors, people have 
been posting their own senior pictures on Facebook. I did this as well. I liked seeing others, and they’re 
fun to share. As for showing support for class of 2020, my senior son and his friends in his class found 
this ridiculous, primarily because none of them use Facebook or any other social media at all. They tell 
me even if they did, they wouldn’t be that interested in seeing senior pictures from 30 years ago. 

Special, once-in-a-lifetime events getting canceled are traumatic, but people don’t feel legitimized 
in experiencing that trauma. Compared to getting sick and dying, missing out on an event isn’t that 
big of a deal. 

And people are getting sick and dying. At the end of March, the estimated death toll for the United 
States was expected to be around 200,000. Missouri was expected to peak mid-May, with 220 deaths 
per day.* Those numbers shook me to the point that I felt that any energy being spent on anything 
other than dealing with the virus was a ridiculous waste of time. Fortunately, those numbers have 
been dialed back. 

At the time of this writing, the estimated peak for the United States had already occurred, with close 
to 2,000  deaths per day, around 800 of those daily deaths happening in the state of New York. The 
Missouri peak is now expected to occur April 25, with 36 deaths a day. The total number of deaths for 
the country is estimated to be around 60,000 by the time things taper off at the beginning of August. 

When you receive this magazine, we’ll still be in the thick of strangest times many of us have ever 
faced. We’ll keep doing what we can, week by week, month by month.

*Source: https://covid19.healthdata.org/united-states-of-america
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MESSAGE FROM BISHOP FARR

Bishop Farr, Missouri 
Annual Conference

of the United 
Methodist Church

The summer soldier and the sunshine patriot 
will in this crisis shrink from the service of 
their country, but they that stand now deserve 

the love and thanks of men and women.” – Thomas 
Paine

Thomas Paine wrote this piece for a different time 
and in the crisis of our country’s war. But today, 
these same words may well ring true in the midst 
of COVID-19 in America and indeed, the world.

These are the kinds of times that can try our souls.

As I write this article, we are at week three of the 
social distancing and stay at home orders. Who 
knows how long this will take? It is trying on my 
patience and soul. I’m a people person. 

Thank God for ZOOM, GoToMeeting and other 
online platforms that help us meet, connect and 
assists us in performing our ministry.

I cannot imagine what this 
would have felt like 10-20 
years ago without the social 
media capabilities of today. 
However, for me it’s still 
not the same. I’m 60 years 
old and made for a different 
time, I think. So, I’m already 
ZOOM’ed-out, onlined-out 
and GoToMeetinged-out! I 
need real people. This is my 
lament.

So, what do we do? 

I invite you to look for the new gifts this season 
brings. More family dinners, more silent time for 
prayer, writing, reflecting and scripture reading. 
More time to reach out and connect with each 
other through phone conversations and social 
media. More time for conversations with friends 
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and family. More time to be creative and innovative 
with our ministry. I invite you to look for the new 
freedoms you have; like, time to walk, time to 
start a garden, time to be outside, time to try new 
things.

Two scriptures help me through this crisis season. 
Ecclesiastes 3:2-8, the familiar seasons lesson; and 
a lesser known passage from Ecclesiastes 9:11.

ECCLESIASTES 3:2-8 (THE MESSAGE)
“A right time for birth and another for death,
A right time to plant and another to reap,
A right time to kill and another to heal,
A right time to destroy and another to construct,
A right time to cry and another to laugh,
A right time to lament and another to cheer,
A right time to make love and another to abstain,
A right time to embrace and another to part,
A right time to search and another to count your losses,
A right time to hold on and another to let go,
A right time to rip out and another to mend,
A right time to shut up and another to speak up,
A right time to love and another to hate,
A right time to wage war and another to make peace.”

ECCLESIASTES 9:11 (THE MESSAGE)
“I took another walk around the neighborhood 
and realized that on this earth as it is —
The race is not always to the swift,
Nor the battle to the strong,
Nor satisfaction to the wise,
Nor riches to the smart,
Nor grace to the learned.
Sooner or later bad luck hits us all.”

In summary, the author concluded that wisdom is 
better than muscle. In chapter 12:6-7, “Life, lovely 
while it lasts, is soon over.  Life as we know it, 
precious and beautiful, ends. The body is put back 
in the same ground it came from. The spirit returns 
to God, who first breathed it.”

The author finds himself in trying times yet 
concludes in chapter 11:1, “Be generous: invest in 
act of charity. Charity yields a high return.” 

Chapter 11:7, “Oh, how sweet the light of day, 
and how wonderful to live in the sunshine! Even 
if you live a long time, don’t take a single day for 
granted.” Chapter 12:1, “Honor and enjoy your 
creator.”

Friends, how shall we pastor in our trying times? 
By taking another walk around the neighborhood. 
See the new gift God is showing us. Remember 
John 1:14, “The Word became flesh and blood, and 
moved into the neighborhood. We saw the glory 
with our own eyes.” 

May it be so for us. I give thanks for all the pastors 
and laity who, in this time are being so creative, 
courageous and caring. Our Methodist connection 
is just amazing.

In Christ,

Bishop Farr, Missouri Annual Conference 
of the United Methodist Church

I invite you to look for the new gifts this 
season brings. More family dinners, more 
silent time for prayer, writing, reflecting 
and scripture reading. 
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WHILE
DISTANCING
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R ev. Tony Blevins has had some awkward 
timing of pastoral moves before. In 2003 
when he was appointed to Carl Junction 
UMC, the church building was destroyed 

by a tornado just before he started. Now he will be 
moving from his longest appointment, North Star 
UMC in Kansas City where he served seven years, 
to Kimberling City UMC. He got the formalities of 
meeting on the Pastor Parish Relations Committee 
in just under the wire, so the PPRC at North Star 
had the opportunity to meet their new pastor, Rev. 
Doug Franklin. The announcement was made in 
the church newsletter at North Star. Blevins was 
planning on talking about the move that Sunday in 
church, but he was coughing and sneezing a lot that 
day due to allergies. Because the anxiety was already 
high regarding COVID-19 he stayed home and the 
associate pastor preached. Then everything shut down. 

“I haven’t been present with the congregation since it 
was announced that I will be moving,” Blevins said. 

Blevins and his wife have been shopping online for a 
home. When he sees something interesting he asks his 
stepson, who lives in Kimberling City, to drive by and 
get a look at the house from the road. 

“Going to new places and meeting new people is 
always fun and exciting,” Blevins said. “But the actual 
tasks of moving, the work, that part is deplorable.”

Which is part of the reason he hasn’t contacted a 
moving company or started to pack yet. He’s busy 
running church online, hosting online meetings with 
staff, calling members and trying to offer pastoral 
care to people in his congregation whom he can’t be 
physically present with. He’s finding this side of the 
move is going pretty well, but he’s starting to wonder 
about the second half. 

“This will get a lot more interesting if we’re still 
distancing when we move in June,” Blevins said. 

During his time in the Marines, Blevins moved 
multiple times, priming him for the role of an itinerant 
pastor. Rev. Roger Cary was also used to moving 
around when he became a United Methodist pastor 
after serving in the Army 20 years.  This year he will 
be moving from Sedgewickville/Patton to Houston/
Raymondville. He met with the PPRC over a Zoom 
online conference call and hasn’t visited the church or 

parsonage yet. He’s not sure if he will hire movers or 
move himself. 

“It’s been a difficult time,” he said. 

Cary’s move is about a three-hour drive. That’s 
closer than one of his previous Missouri Conference 
appointment moves, when he moved from Hayti to 
Fairfax. 

“That move was about 600 miles,” he said.

Cary is moving to a new charge – Houston UMC 
with Ramondville UMC. He is glad he can be 
of service to that congregation. He doesn’t mind 
moving, but it’s still not easy to do. 

“We love our people, so it’s always difficult to leave,” 
Cary said. 

Rev. Harold Long is moving from Lifesong (at Reeds 
Spring near Branson) to Hillsboro, near St. Louis. He 
enjoyed his time at Lifesong but is looking forward to 
moving back to the St. Louis area. 

“Four of our five kids like the St. Louis area, and my 
mother lives there…we’ve got a thousand reasons to 
be there,” he said. 

He met with the PPRC committee on an online 
conference call and was grateful for it. 

“It was great that we were all still able to see faces, 
hear voices and begin to get to know each other,” 
Long said. Long received three bids from movers 
and has his move scheduled with a company. 

“They (the moving companies) were all still open 
and operating as essential businesses,” he said. 

Rev. Mary Weaver is moving from being an 
associate pastor at Liberty to senior pastor at 
Concord-Trinity UMC in St. Louis. She had 
originally planned on meeting with the PPRC there 
in late February, but contracted Influenza A before 
the meeting. 

“I didn’t want my first action as pastor to be 
spreading the flu to the congregation,” she said. 
The meeting was rescheduled to March 14. They got 
in the meeting and she was able to visit the church 
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and parsonage. The next day everything shut down. 
Weaver said she feels blessed that she has a parsonage 
to move into, so she doesn’t have to go online to shop 
for a place to live like some of her colleagues. 

That would include Rev. Yvi Martin, associate 
pastor at The Gathering in St. Louis. Her move 
was an unexpected one. Things were going well at 
The Gathering and she hadn’t considered a move 
on the near horizon. Then she got a call from her 
district superintendent about moving to Platte 
Woods, followed by a call from the bishop. Although 
unexpected, she recognized that as a United 
Methodist elder it should never be too unexpected. 

“I submitted myself to the itinerancy when I was 
ordained and I take that seriously,” she said. 

When it was the right time to make the 
announcement, in-person meetings were already off 
the table. Martin was “put in” by Northwest District 
Superintendent Melissa Dodd via a Zoom online 
conference call and “taken out” by Gateway Central 
District Superintendent Robin Bell the same way.
“You can’t read a room and see people’s reactions 
when you’re doing that,” Martin said. 

Martin said it was an honor to be chosen for the role 
at Platte Woods. She is looking forward to working 
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with the team that Rev. Steve Breon has built during 
his 15 years as senior pastor there, as well as her 
colleagues at neighboring churches. 

“I’ve never done ministry alone. I’ve always worked 
collaboratively and connectionally,” she said. “That 
will be the same as I move forward.” 

In terms of the moving part of moving forward, that 
has gotten more complicated. When the move first 
came up, Martin thought she would be working 
through a strong seller’s market and a soft buyer’s 
market. It appears that equation may have flipped 
with COVID-19. She will need to sell a house and 

buy a house. She feels that selling her house may be 
harder than expected and that there may be fewer 
homes listed to buy. She initially felt they would look 
for a house that they knew they would want to stay in 
for many years, to raise her two young boys. 

“We’re holding onto that idea a little more loosely 
now,” she said, noting they may need to settle on a 
place that works for now.

Although annual conference session is questionable 
for this year, moving pastors is not. At the time of 
this writing, move out time is still June 21, and the 
first Sunday in the new church is June 29.

“I’ve never done ministry alone. 
I’ve always worked collaboratively 
and connectionally. That will be 
the same as I move forward.” 
YVI MARTIN

Mary Weaver Yvi Martin Roger Cary

Tony Blevins Harold Long
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U nited Methodists have found 
ways to help in isolation. The 
United Methodist churches 

in Buffalo have 15 members and 20 
volunteers from the community working 
to make masks for staff at the local 
nursing home. 

Rev. Vicki Coons, associate pastor of 
First UMC and Grace Community 
UMC in Buffalo, has been heading up 
the project since Thursday of last week. 

One of the nursing homes where the 
church conducts worship services shared 
they would be out of masks within 
a week. She checked with two other 
nursing homes in town and found they 
were in a similar condition. Patterns for 
masks were found online using cotton 
material that the sewers already have 
on hand. Some patterns call for elastic 
straps, but Coons found that to be hard to 
obtain, so they are opting for straps made 
from the same material that just tie. 

One group is cutting out the patterns 
at home, then dropping off the cutout 
material at the homes of skilled sewers, 
taking care not to come in contact with 
each other. The masks are being made 
with a slit, or gap, where the nursing 
home staff can add their own filters. 

“People want to have something to do 
that is helpful,” Coons said. 

The residents in the local nursing 
homes are now being restricted to their 
rooms, so they can’t participate in group 
activities. To help with this situation, 
the church is collecting craft projects, 
including Sunday school curriculum, to 
send to them to give them something to 
do while on room restriction. 

When she’s not on church duty, Coons 
works at the local Dollar General, where 
she is also in ministry. 

“I think a lot of our pastors may not 
realize just how scared people are right 
now,” Coons said. “There’s a lot of 

opportunities to pray 
with people in aisles 
of the store and try to 
help them find some 
peace.” 

Similar projects are 
going on at other 
United Methodist churches around 
Missouri, like Mt. Zion East near 
Atlanta, Mo. 

“Our little rural church has thus far 
made and delivered over 250 cloth 
face masks to nursing homes and 
health care centers in our surrounding 
communities,” said Rev. Cheryl Flaim. 

“We have many folks sewing at home 
and then either have them collected and 
delivered or individuals mail them as 
organizations indicate need. Six nursing 
homes, a food pantry, and two doctor's 
offices have received these masks so far, 
and production continues!”

Rev. Tina Harris, Director of Mission, 
Service and Justice Ministries, urges 
United Methodists who are moved 
to help to work through their local 
church mission chair or pastor to find 
out exactly what is needed in their 
community so their efforts can be as 
fruitful as possible. 

“If one person from the church can 
contact their local nursing home or 
health care provider directly, that will 
help keep the questions they have to 
answer to a minimum and help people 
not go to an effort that is needed or 
useful,” she said. 
She also cautions churches to make sure 
that the elderly or any other vulnerable 
people are not doing anything that 
would increase their chances of exposure 
to the virus. 

Check with intended location of 
donation before making masks, but if 
masks are requested instructions are 
available here: https://www.deaconess.
com/How-to-make-a-Face-Mask.

Vicki Coons
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When the mission team from 
Platte Woods UMC left 

on March 12, they were expecting 
a great adventure. But by the 
time they returned 10 days later, 
they had experienced something 
none of them expected: days of 
uncertainty about when they 
would be allowed to return home.

PWUMC has a long history 
of work in Central America, 
including the Mayan region of 
Guatemala where this trip took 
place. Dr. Marty Kanne started 
doing humanitarian work in the 
region in 1989 and has partnered 
with the church since 2000. 
Dozens of teams from PWUMC 
have visited Guatemala and 
Honduras to experience life there 
and participate in work projects.

This mission trip was the first for 
many of the participants, which 
included 14 students (ages 14-17) 
and five adult leaders. “The initial 
purpose of the trip was to expose 
the students to a culture different 
than their own and educate them 
on the mission work that is being 
done in Guatemala through 
PWUMC. Our job was to 
complete a school kitchen project 
that PWUMC helped fund by 
painting it with the students and 
dedicating it,” according to Brandi 
Molina, director of missions at 
PWUMC. The team fulfilled 
those goals, completing the 
painting and spending evenings 
at church gatherings with people 
from neighboring villages. 

They were looking forward to 
exploring more of Guatemala 
before their flight home on Friday 
when the COVID-19 outbreak 
prompted a change in plans. Due 
to the rapidly changing travel 
restrictions being put in place 
around the world, the decision 
was made to shorten the trip 
early Monday. The Guatemalan 
government unexpectedly issued 
an order that same morning 
closing their borders for at least 15 
days (including closing the airport) 
at the end of the day. As the 
team made the long bus drive to 
Guatemala City, staff at PWUMC 
worked in vain to find a flight that 
would bring them back to the U.S. 

By evening it became clear that 
no travel would be happening that 
day, so the team checked into a 
hotel near the airport and the U.S. 
Embassy to wait.

Back in Kansas City, the staff at 
PWUMC were working every 
angle to find the safest way home 
for the team, including exploring 
ground transportation into Mexico 
and chartered flights. 

“We were busy reaching out to 
anyone who could possibly help,” 
said Rev. Britton Fields, associate 
pastor at PWUMC. “It created 
an environment where the next 
phone call could be the one that 
would unlock the door to get them 
home. The problem was, we didn't 
want to miss it.” Staff members 
Lori Bogart and Jennifer Simms 

BY JENNIFER SIMMS

Youth 
Group 

Struggles 
to Return 

During 
Shutdown

“The initial purpose of 
the trip was to expose 

the students to a 
culture different than 

their own and educate 
them on the mission 

work that is being 
done in Guatemala 

through PWUMC. Our 
job was to complete a 
school kitchen project 

that PWUMC helped 
fund by painting it 
with the students 

and dedicating it.”
BRANDI MOLINDA
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talked to their Congressional 
representatives’ offices multiple 
times a day and worked with local 
media to spread the word. Parents 
of the stranded students stayed 
calm and pitched in with any leads 
they had on possible solutions.

In Guatemala City, the group 
was making the most of their 
extended stay, according to student 
Mackenzie Albright. 

“The adults on the trip could tell 
we were starting to get restless 
so they came up with a bunch of 
things we could do as a group. 

One day we had a swim meet, we 
had dance classes and the kids 
even taught the adults how to play 
new card games! 

Even though the situation was 
hard, I think we made the most 

of it.” Owen Mustain, another 
PWUMC student, concurred. 
“At the beginning, I was (nervous) 
for a little bit but I had fun the 
whole time we were there. We 
had great adult leaders and all my 
friends were there to make the 
days way better.”

On the evening of Friday, March 
20, a note given to the adult 
leaders by hotel staff gave the 
details on a possible flight to 
Miami the next night. PWUMC 
staff quickly worked to locate the 
flight and reserve seats for the 
team. After a long wait at the 
Guatemala City Airport Saturday, 
the team took off for home at 3:30 
a.m. on Sunday morning.

While the team’s story ended 
with a joyous reunion with 
their families on March 22, not 
everyone was so lucky. 

PWUMC was contacted by people 
and non-profits around the country 
looking for help to get their own 
stranded Guatemala travelers 
home. Susan Mason, PWUMC 
member and mother of Mark, a 
student on the trip, volunteered to 
help with those requests, providing 
them with information and an 
understanding ear.

“We are still concerned and are in 
prayer for all the people across the 
globe who are stuck,” said Fields. 

The team returned to Kansas City on March 22.

The students on the 
PWUMC mission team.

Dr. Marty Kanne gives the team 
information about Santo Tomas Church 
in Chichicastenango, built in 1540.
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A stay-at-home order creates its own set 
of challenges within a population that 
has no home. 

Rev. Brad Bryan, pastor of Wilkes 
Boulevard UMC (www.wilkesblvdumc.org), 
said that homeless people have additional 
pressures during this time of crisis. Wilkes 
is home to Turning Point, a drop-in center 
for the homeless in Columbia. 

“A lot of their anxiety is more about the 
closure of services than the coronavirus,” 
Bryan said. “The library, bus station, 
Turning Point, Loaves and Fishes… all of 
the places they normally go aren’t open. 
We’ve always told people at Turning Point 
that no matter what happens with other 
places, we will always be the place you can 
go, but because of this unprecedented event 
that is no longer the case.” 

Bryan is considered “non-essential” during 
a time of home confinement in Columbia, 
so he’s not present there daily. He’s proud 
of how well Turning Point Director 
Darren Morton and his staff have taken 
care of things, but he feels guilty about 
not being physically present for people. 
As things started unfolding mid-March 

Morton stayed on 
top of government 
regulations as they 
came down and 
rapidly changed. 

“When it first came 
out that people 
shouldn’t gather in groups more than 
50 we started watching our numbers,” 
said Morton. The ministry is currently 
serving about 65 people, providing drop-
in center services like a place to get mail, 
take a shower and do laundry. “At that 
time we were making sure we had hand 
sanitizer inside the door and we’re being 
careful about wiping down all surfaces like 
handrails.” 

When the limit dropped to 25 they put 
a hand washing station outside the door,  
started taking people’s temperature before 
they came in and moved the location of 
some of the services provided to increase 
distancing. A limit of 100.4 on temperature 
was set on entry, but as of March 25, no one 
had shown a fever. That continued when 
the limit dropped to 10, which is really 
seven due to the presence of Morton and 
volunteer staff. 

Brad Bryan
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Some school teachers brought donations of 
hand sanitizer that they will no longer need 
in their now-closed classrooms. “We’ve been 
blessed,” Morton said. 

Morton has also been personally involved in 
helping clients with social distancing. “I’ve been 
giving people rides to where they need to go so 
they don’t end up wandering around town too 
much or just hanging out somewhere,” he said. 

Another ministry at Wilkes Boulevard UMC 
is Loaves and Fishes. Every evening, various 
churches and community organizations around 
Columbia use the kitchen and dining hall at 
Wilkes Boulevard to provide a free meal. That 
ministry has continued, but the meals are now 
“carry-out,” handed out the basement door of 
the church. 

For many of the clients at Turning Point, 
COVID-19 has not risen to the level of being 
their biggest concern. 

“People are still sleeping in the woods and 
waking up in the rain,” Morton said. “They 
need tents, tarps and sleeping bags. The 
Coronavirus didn’t change that.” 

A small emergency shelter was established by 
the city of Columbia called “Welcome Inn.” 
It provided 15 motel rooms (two persons per 
room) for people who are without shelter. 

“That’s about half of our unsheltered need 
here in Columbia,” Bryan said. Although 
short of the need, Bryan is impressed with 
how quickly it came together. “People made 
that happen within 72 hours.” 

“It’s a stressful time for everyone, but we can at least 
go home and cry ourselves to sleep with our head on a 
pillow in a bed every night. For about 300 people in our 

community, they don’t have that privilege.” 
KELLY HARRIS
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The Welcome Inn only lasted a couple of 
days before it closed due to lack of funding 
and overwhelming demand. A tent city 
was then established with permission on 
vacant land but was soon forced to disperse 
after complaints from the neighbors. Other 
temporary housing solutions are still being 
sought. 

Safe to Sleep is a shelter for women in 
Springfield operated by the Council of 
Churches of the Ozarks that uses the 
building of Pathways United Methodist 
Church for its shelter. Safe to Sleep has closed 
to new enrollment but continues to try to 
provide shelter to the women it was already 
serving.  

“The screening process for new enrollment 
places the guest and service provider at risk of 
transmission of COVID-19,” stated a public 
announcement from the organization. 

“New enrollment has been suspended because 
a compromised screening process would place 
current guests and volunteers at risk.”
The shelter remained open for nearly 30 
guests who were using the service up until 
March 25. At that point they had to start 
limiting the number of people at the church 
to 10. Some of the most vulnerable women, 

such as elderly, pregnant or with health 
problems, have been placed in hotels. The rest 
have “self-resolved.”

“For some that might mean staying with 
friends in an abandoned house,” said Safe 
to Sleep Director Kelly Harris. “It has been 
gut-wrenching. In nine and half years we’ve 
never had to turn people away. This has been 
heart-breaking for our volunteers.”

As for the volunteers, most of the people on 
the Safe to Sleep volunteer roster are in the 
high-risk category because of their age and 
they can no longer volunteer. That has taken 
the roster of 100 volunteers down to about 
20. People in the Springfield area who are 
not high risk and are willing to volunteer as 
an overnight attendant for Safe to Sleep are 
encouraged to email jlurass@ccozarks.org. 

“This has been a rough go for every provider 
of homeless services,” Harris said. “It’s a 
stressful time for everyone, but we can at least 
go home and cry ourselves to sleep with our 
head on a pillow in a bed every night. For 
about 300 people in our community, they 
don’t have that privilege.” 

“People are still sleeping in the woods 
and waking up in the rain. They need 
tents, tarps and sleeping bags. The 
coronavirus didn’t change that.”
DARREN MORTON 
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T he good news for Lydia 
Patterson Institute is that the 

school was already technologically 
equipped for the coronavirus-related 
shutdown of all schools in El Paso, 
Texas, that began March 16.

“We were prepared to finish online,” 
school President Socorro de Anda 
said in a phone interview. “We’ve 
been pretty much doing everything 
electronically for almost five years.”

The bad news is that because of a 
shutdown of the Mexican border a 
few blocks away from the school, 
parents have not been able to cross 
from Juarez to pay their children’s 
tuition.

“What we’re getting back is they 
didn’t get let across,” de Anda said.

Lydia Patterson, a private United 
Methodist school, receives funding 
from apportionments from the 
South Central Jurisdiction, 
which includes the Great Plains 
Conference.

Every student is issued a tablet, and 
textbooks are almost non-existent, 
de Anda said.

“Thank God for the capital 
campaign that we ran that allowed 
us to bring the latest state-of-the-
art technology into our classrooms,” 
she said. “I think we were the only 
school in El Paso that was prepared 
to do that immediately. No problem 
there.”

About 70 percent of the student 
body is from Juarez, she said, and 
many of them don’t have internet 
connectivity.

“These kids are amazing. Right away 
they said, ‘If somebody doesn’t have 
internet, they can come to my house 
and share my internet,’” de Anda 
said. “Everyone was taken care of.”

The lack of internet is also what’s 
keeping the students’ tuitions 
from being paid, she said. Online 
payments cannot be made.

“Very few of our parents have credit 
cards. Very few of our parents have 
checking accounts,” she said. “Most 
of them pay in cash.”

Rev. Dr. Andy Stoker, president 
of the Lydia Patterson Board of 
Trustees, said not being able to cross 

the border disrupts a routine for 
many of the Mexican-based parents.

“Trying to receive that tuition money 
will be very difficult, because families 
will oftentimes pull together their 
tuition payment and make a special 
trip into the school and have not only 
a chance to pay tuition, but a chance 
to visit with our wonderful faculty and 
staff and our president,” said Stoker, 
senior pastor of Dallas First UMC.

De Anda has had discussions 
with immigration officials about 
documentation that would let the 
parents cross the Paso del Norte 
International Bridge, and they have 
been agreeable, she said. But word 
does not filter down to the border 
guards who are checking papers and 
have the ultimate say about whether a 
person can cross.

Amid Pandemic, Lydia Patterson Faces 
Difficulties Due to Border Closing
BY DAVID BURKE
GREAT PLAINS CONFERENCE
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“I need something official that they 
can carry with them so every officer on 
the bridge will respect that,” she said.

While their children can cross the 
bridge with their student visas, their 
parents need to prove that their job or 
mission is essential.

“This is an essential thing,” de Anda 
said. “If we don’t continue to operate, 
they won’t get their classes online. 
The problem is, who’s at the bridge to 
decide what’s essential and what’s not?

“It’s been a challenge for us, especially 
since we depend on that tuition 
monthly for operations,” she added.

Stoker, who grew up in El Paso, said 
Lydia Patterson would provide as 
much support as necessary for the 
families.

“For over 100 years, Lydia Patterson 
Institute has seen pretty dramatic 
shifts in the borderland in El Paso 
and Juarez," he said. "This is yet 
another crisis that we will weather. 
We fully place our trust in the 
one who calls us to this mission to 
serve these amazing students and 
their families with meaningful 
education that moves them to 
college and then to fruitful jobs in 
the future.”

Like students across the country, 
the 85 members of the class 
of 2020 won’t get to have 
commencement exercises.

“I hurt for the seniors who looked 
forward to having it all year,” de 
Anda said.

De Anda is also the point person 
for connecting Lydia Patterson 
graduates with colleges, many 
of which are United Methodist 
institutions. She said Steve Wilke 
from Southwestern College, has 

guaranteed that the Winfield-based 
school will continue to accept several 
Lydia Patterson students for the next 
school year.

“Hopefully everything will settle for 
the beginning of next year,” she said. 
“That’s what we’re hoping for.”

The students whose tuitions aren’t 
being paid will continue to receive 
education. “We will continue to do it 
and finish up the year,” de Anda said. 
“But it’s going to be very hard on us.”

She said United Methodists in the 
South Central Jurisdiction can make 
donations directly to Lydia Patterson 
through its website to make up for the 
shortfall.

“We’re trying to move forward. We’ve 
got a ministry we’re in together,” de 
Anda said. “We are not going to let 
our kids down, but we need the help.”

Karen Blake, Winfield, is among the 
37-member board of trustees for Lydia 
Patterson.

“They’re still pursuing everything 
they can do,” Blake, wife of retired 
Bishop Bruce Blake, said of the school 
administration. “They don’t give up. 
They try everything. I have confidence 
Lydia Patterson will still be there.

“We need to encourage our 
conferences to keep that (financial 
support) up.”

The Rev. Larry Moffet, a retired 
United Methodist pastor from the 
Great Plains Conference, has been on 
the Lydia Patterson Board of Trustees 
for more than 20 years.

“From time to time we have to go 
through a variety of conditions from 
external and internal sources that mean 
we’ve got to refocus that mission," 
Moffet said. “We’re very clear that 
there is work to be done in the name 
of Christ, and that Lydia Patterson 
is a very effective tool for developing 
followers of Jesus Christ.”
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R ev. David Wentz is currently pastor of Eminence 
UMC in the Ozarks Districts, but from 2009 

to 2012 he spent quite a bit of time conducting 
workshops for pastors in Turkey, where his son 
ministers. Of everything he talked about, the thing 
they were most interested in was the practical issues of 
being a pastor and running a church. 

“The Protestant church is very young there, many 
of these pastors had little or no experience in an 
established local congregation,” Wentz said. “They 
asked me for copies of my notes.”

That eventually turned into a book, Pastoring: The 
Nuts and Bolts, based on Wentz’s experiences, 
education and continuing education as a United 
Methodist pastor since 1981. He wrote assuming no 
prior church experience, and tried my best to make it 
denominationally, theologically and culturally universal. 

In August 2018, Wentz finished writing the book and 
started sending PDF copies to whoever would read it 
and give him comments. One wound up with a young 
pastor in Kenya, Abraham Manya, leader of Beth 
Adonai for All Nations Ministry in Kenya.

He emailed Wentz that it was just what he was 
looking for, and asked his permission to teach it to 
the pastors in his network. He turned it into a 55-
hour training course, then a few months later 63 
pastors and potential pastors, men, women and youth, 
graduated from his course. 

Since that time Pastoring: The Nuts and Bolts was 
published as an e-book and paperback on Amazon, 
Apple Books, Barnes & Noble, and other online 

retailers. It 
has been 
published 
in India, 
500 print 
copies were 
donated and 
distributed 
to Bible schools in Tanzania, it was selected by the 
theological faculty of Wesley College in Tanzania as a 
text for their post-graduation program, and it is being 
translated for publication in Chinese, Turkish and 
Chichewa (a language spoken by 7-8 million people of 
Bantu heritage in eastern and Southern Africa). 

Starting with God’s threefold purpose for the church, 
the reader is taken through every aspect of the pastor’s 
life from call to retirement before examining options 
and best practices for organizing and operating a local 
church. The book is intended for universal application 
across cultures and theologies, Pastoring: The Nuts 
and Bolts was written especially for those who have 
not had an opportunity for formal training. The 
330-page book, an Amazon #1 New Release in the 
Christian Church Leadership category, is available at 
www.books2read.com/pastoring.

Pastor Manya remarks, “The book has been really 
revolutionary. It has helped me become not only a 
better pastor but also a better person. I have also 
noticed great change in my pastors.” One of his 
students adds, “My church is growing and enlarging 
because of the knowledge. I'm a better pastor now.” 

David Wentz has pastored, taught and led worship 
since 1981. He retired to Missouri from the 
Baltimore-Washington Conference in 2015 and 
now serves Eminence UMC part-time. With an M. 
Div. from Wesley and a D. Min. from Asbury, Rev. 
Wentz has a special love for pastors who lack formal 
training but serve God in faith. His website is www.
pastordavidwentz.com. 

DOING CHRISTIANITY
WITH PASTOR DAVID WENTZ

 “The book has been really revolutionary. It 
has helped me become not only a better 
pastor but also a better person. I have also 
noticed great change in my pastors.”
PASTOR MANYA
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A s things were developing in 
March relating to the pandemic, 

Rev. David Wentz took Eminence 
UMC online on March 15, a week 
before many churches. But the didn’t 
make the decision lightly. He had 
concerns about just doing a worship 
service on YouTube or Facebook Live:
1. He didn’t want it to simply look like an inferior 

version of a regular television church service. 
2. He didn’t want to exclude members of his church 

who do not use the Internet. 
3. He wanted it to be interactive.

“The strength of a small church service is the interaction 
between people,” Wentz said. He decided to go with 
Zoom, a video conference call platform, and bought in 
at a level that would support phone calls as well. That’s 
been a key part of the service. 

“We have eight people, from four generations, who are 
participating over one phone in their home,” he said. 
During the first week people shared announcements and 
joys and concerns, the children gave some great answers 

in the children’s sermon, people read the Scripture 
readings and offered thoughts during the sermon time. 

After week one they added music. They’ve had a few 
more people participating via phone as via the Internet. 
It hasn’t just been worship on Zoom. In the first few weeks 
of using the online conferencing system he also used it to 
conduct a board meeting and three Bible studies. 

The church averages 26 in worship and his recent Zoom 
call worship service had 23 people on the call. 

“I don’t get the sense that people are scared here, but 
they are taking it seriously,” Wentz said. “Some people 
feel protected by the isolated area they live in and they 
are being careful.” 

ZOOMING TO WORSHIP

To view a two-minute video compilation of snips of 
the service at Eminence UMC go to www.facebook.
com/252140515452424/videos/492479724751834.

David Wentz
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W hen churches were told to 
socially distance, some came up 
with workarounds so they could 

still get together while staying apart. 
With one church it was the folks down 
at the local racetrack who can get it 
done so you can have church. 

With in-person worship canceled, Rev. Mary Lou 
Toft of Memphis UMC quickly set up to have their 
service on Facebook live, but she knew that wasn’t 
for everybody. She had heard of drive-up churches 
and mentioned the idea to one of the members of her 
congregation. 

“She told me they knew someone that could do it at 
their racetrack,” Toft said. The couple’s business, the 
ShowMe Speedway, uses the broadcaster to call races so 
the pit crews can clearly hear what’s going on over the 
roar of the engines.
 
The cars aren’t the only thing that are speedy. Toft asked 
her question about broadcasting on a Thursday, and the 
racetrack couple had her set up by the weekend. Due to 
the low-wattage system, there was no license required. 
The broadcast device plugged right into the church’s 
sound system. 

“Things came together a lot faster than I thought they 
would,” Toft said. “I think God is in the midst of it.” 

That first Sunday there were six cars in the lot, with 
an average of two people per car, even with snow. Last 
Sunday in better weather she had 11 cars and 22 people. 

A small group from the church sang and someone 
played the piano, while they made sure they maintained 

Mary Lou Toft
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Stay up-to-date with breaking news, 
upcoming events and important 
information from the Missouri United 
Methodists by subscribing to Net News.

www.moumethodist.org/stayconnected

Subscribe 
to Net News

distance between them. Because it had been cold, Toft 
preached from inside the sanctuary in her usual location. 
After church she came to the front door and waved to 
the cars from the top of the church steps. 

The following week, the church chose not to do drive-
up church because they did not think it complied with 
the local stay-at-home order from the county health 
department. Toft still used the FM transmitter and 
found that in one direction it went at least to the city 
limits as people listened in their cars, and home radios 
within a couple of blocks of the church picked it up.

On March 29 Rev. Michael Davis, pastor of Reagan’s 
Chapel UMC, began a “drive in” option for Sunday 
morning worship.  The number of attendees was above 
the weekly average.  Worshippers park so that they can 
face the top landing of steps of the church.  On April 5 
worship included prayers, scripture reading, preaching, 
a vocal solo, an opportunity to make an offering, and 
celebration of Holy Communion, all conducted with 
the prescribed social distancing and provision for proper 
hygiene.  
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S ure, some people can work from home. But if your 
house is on fire, you don’t want the local fire chief 
to schedule a conference call with you on Zoom. 

On the other hand, if you’re trying to keep a team 
of firefighters and ambulance crew healthy, do you 
really want them living in very close quarters during 
a pandemic? They need some room to spread out. 
How about that church building no one seems to be 
using it nowadays? 

That was the situation in Excelsior Springs. Two 
members of the ambulance crew moved into the 
church on March 30. They rotate in and out with two 
other members on 12-hour shifts. 

The entire crew is split between the fire station, the 
community center and the church. The church was 

very suitable because it has a kitchen, showers and 
laundry facilities, and crews are required to launder 
their uniforms after each call. A fire-door that 
separates their end of the building from the offices 
and main sanctuary is closed so they don’t have to 
worry about interrupting any online streaming that 
may be occurring in the sanctuary. 

“We gave them a key and told them they could have 
it until we can come back together,” said Rev. Laura 
Blevins. “It’s actually nice for us because rather than 
worrying about having an empty building, we now 
have someone there 24-hours a day.”

The church would have liked to have officially 
welcomed the ambulance crew and maybe given 
them some home-made dinners, but distancing 
guidelines prevented it. They did share their supply of 
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locally roasted coffee that they had purchased right 
before the pandemic hit. 

“They were excited to get the good coffee,” Blevins said.  

The church already had a good relationship with the 
fire station, dropping off food there when they had 
leftovers from an event. 

“Being hospitable is just part of who we are,” Blevins 
said. 

Blevins particularly was excited about being able to 
do something for the ambulance crew. Last fall her 
youngest child had croup and was having trouble 
breathing. She called 911 and the ambulance was 
there in two minutes and had them on their way to 
the hospital in under five minutes. 

“It was a scary time and was the beginning of me 
getting to know these guys and better understand 
what they do,” Blevins said. 

She said amid the pandemic it is easy to become 
self-focused as a pastor, worrying about all the things 
that must be done to move to online worship and 
keep the congregation connected while distancing. It 
was good to consider the challenges faced by the fire 
station and then think about how everyone is having 
to find creative ways to adapt. 

“Everybody has to be in this together,” she said. “It’s 
wonderful our church can give back even though 
we’re not in the building.” 
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WESLEY IN THE WORLD TODAY
BY HAL KNIGHT

We are in the midst of the worst global pandemic 
of our lifetimes. It has been deadly for many, 

and for all of us, it has completely upended normal life. 
The suffering it has caused goes beyond death and grief 
to lost livelihoods, stress, anxiety and a host of other 
physical and emotional ailments. 

In 1793, in Philadelphia, then the nation’s capital, the 
yellow fever epidemic broke out. Unlike our current 
pandemic, no one back then knew what caused yellow 
fever. But they knew it was devastating – between 
4,000 to 5,000 died in that outbreak. Those who could 
fled the city, the rest just had to hope that they would 
somehow survive. 

There was a mistaken idea that African Americans 
were immune to the disease (mistaken in that among 
these deaths were 400 African Americans). It was 
suggested that African Americans be trained as 
nurses so they could bleed the patients (the only 
known “cure”) care for the dying and bury the dead. 
To mobilize the African American community, city 
officials turned to Richard Allen, pastor of Bethel 
African Methodist Episcopal Church. 

Allen had been born a slave. Converted to Christianity 
through Methodism, he was freed in 1783 after his 
master, again through Methodist preaching, was 
convinced of the sin of slavery. Allen himself became 
a Methodist preacher on the staff of the interracial St. 
George’s Methodist Episcopal Church. But when the 
all-white Trustees decided to segregate seating, Allen 
led a walkout and began Bethel church in 1792, the 
year before the epidemic. Opposed all the way by white 
leaders, he was finally convinced he could no longer 
remain in the denomination. After legal battles his 
church became legally independent in 1796.

Because Allen had himself 
contracted yellow fever and 
recovered, he knew African 
Americans were not immune. 

Not knowing the cause of the 
disease, he, like everyone else, 
assumed caring for the sick and 
dying would put one at risk. But 
he also was an ardent follower 
of John Wesley and believed a 
heart renewed in love necessarily 
leads to active love for God and neighbor. With his 
leadership, African Americans responded strongly to 
the call for help. 

Many thought this would be a turning point in 
race relations in Philadelphia. But it was not to be. 
Pamphlets circulated accusing African Americans of 
theft and price gouging. There were objections to their 
being paid the same as white nurses. There was even 
violence against African American pall bearers. These 
accusations spread widely (even without the internet) 
and racial attitudes hardened. 

With Absalom Jones, Allen co-wrote a defense against 
these baseless accusations, the first publication written 
by African American authors published in America. But 
what at the time went unrecognized and unappreciated 
by many whites has, with the perspective of history, 
been shown for what it was – an amazing display of 
God’s love for others. 

Today we see that same love from so many that are 
risking their lives to save others. May our gratitude for 
all who are meeting the current challenge be lasting.

Dr. Hal Knight, 
Professor of Wesleyan 

Studies, Saint Paul 
School of Theology

RACE & A PANDEMIC
An Example from Methodist History

READ RICHARD ALLEN'S PUBLICATION
https://collections.nlm.nih.gov/ext/mhl/2559020R/PDF/2559020R.pdf 
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When You Can’t Go to Group

F or many people struggling with 
addiction, going to groups is 
very important. Right now there 

are no groups. Rev. Shane Laswell is 
the minister of Morning Star UMC’s 
Celebrate Recovery, and he’s worried. 

“Addicts are not good at reaching out 
when they need help,” Laswell said. 

Celebrate Recovery is a Christian-based 12-step 
program similar to Alcoholics Anonymous that 
addresses a variety of issues. Laswell said it is critical 
that people stay connected at this time, and Celebrate 
Recovery’s accountability teams and sponsors are 
making calls, Facetiming and doing what they can 
to overcome isolation. A couple of days ago Laswell 
received a message that simply said: “I can’t do this 
anymore.” Laswell did a suicide risk assessment. 

“The person didn’t need to be committed, but they did 
need to be in community,” he said. 

Celebrate Recovery has its regular worship service 
on Thursday nights. Starting March 26, it follows 
the worship service with Open Share Groups they 
have established on the video conferencing platform 
Zoom. Morning Star is starting with a dozen groups 
of various issues including things like alcoholism, 
chemical dependency, survivors of abuse and anger 
management. The groups will have three to 15 

participants and last up to 40 minutes. 
“It gives people a time to share their 
struggles and their hopes,” Laswell said. 

So that people may share openly, there 
are strict protocols with the groups. 
Participants must wear headsets 
so other people won’t overhear the 
conversations. They must have a camera 
enabled so they can show others on 
the virtual meeting that they are in a 
private setting. The meetings are not 
recorded. Chat is disabled so that one 
person in the group cannot privately 
comment about another person in the 
group to someone else.

“I think the Open Share Groups on 
Zoom are going to be a huge piece of 
what we are doing,” Laswell said. 

He also thinks once a week is not going to be enough. 
He’s encouraging people to participate in online Open 
Share Groups at other Celebrate Recovery ministries. 
Laswell’s Celebrate Recovery is also doing Facebook 
live videos on Wednesday nights. 

Laswell is concerned that more people will be turning 
to alcohol and drugs to cope with stress and isolation, 
spawning more dependency problems. 

“When I’ve been to the grocery store lately I’ve seen 
people with more alcohol in their carts than food,” he 
said. 

Celebrate Recovery Podcast
To listen to a podcast about Celebrate Recovery 
at Morning Star, go to www.moumethodist.
org/resourcedetail/episode-02-celebrate-
recovery-12808196. 

The Landing Video
To view a video about The Landing, the Celebrate 
Recovery program for teens at Morning Star, go to  
www.vimeo.com/333611593. 

Celebrate Recovery
For more general information about Celebrate Recovery 
go to www.celebraterecovery.com. 

Shane Laswell
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MUSIC MATTERS BY RYAN MCLOUTH

Ryan McLouth, 
Worship Director, 

Woods Chapel Church

I t goes without saying that we’re in an interesting 
time for the church. National, state and 

municipal restrictions have required most of us to 
postpone regular in-person worship services. For 
many if not most churches, this has posed major 
challenges. How do we continue to offer a spirit-
filled worship service without people sitting in the 
pews? Moreover, how do we do it well?

Many churches have started offering online-only 
experiences. For teams that are already in the 
routine of sharing an online presence, this has been 
less painful. For those that have never implemented 
a streamed version of worship, this has been more 
challenging. You may be wondering what to do, 
where to start, and what you need to know. Here are 
a few initial ideas for you.

Decide on a platform. 
Facebook is probably the most popular way for 
churches to connect with their congregation 
members. I would recommend starting there. If you 
don’t already exist on Facebook, you may need to 
take some time to build a basic page for your church. 
Luckily, it isn’t as complicated as you might fear.

Connect with congregants. 
After building a Facebook page, you need to take 
the time to make sure people know how to access it. 

Luckily, you can easily make your page “public” so 
that individuals do not need to have a Facebook 
account to access it, and only need your web 
address. For instance, you can access the Facebook 
page for my church at www.facebook.com/
woodschapelchurch. I can easily share this address 

with individuals that may want 
to connect with us and view 
our content, but don’t want to 
create an account.

Keep it simple. 
If you’re new at this, don’t 
over-complicate your initial 
effort. Try posting an 
encouraging note once every 
other day. After that, you can 
try recording a short video message and posting it 
once a week. 

Once you feel comfortable with prepared content 
like these, you can dip your toe into in the waters of 
Facebook live video. Remember: live videos cannot 
be edited, so make sure you have a good plan before 
pressing record.

Use a high-quality recording device. 
Newer smartphones and tablets often have good, 
cost-effective cameras built in. Be sure you’ve 
explored and experimented with the technology 
you’re using before you share it. Low resolution 
looks less professional.

Set goals. 
Eventually you want to be able to present your 
regular worship service to people. Set a long-term 
goal and several short-term goals that will help you 
get there. 

Remember that everything you learn during 
quarantine restrictions is something you can likely 
use after we’ve reached a state of “normalcy.”
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I f you have ever spent much time around Cody 
Collier then you have probably heard this question, 

“How is it with your soul?” I believe his intention in 
posing this question is to really get to the heart of the 
matter. How is it with your soul, your inner core, your 
whole being? I have adopted this question and use it in 
one on one conversations and sometimes in meetings. 
In the last few weeks, I find myself using the question 
more and more with anyone I encounter, whether by 
call or by video. I am curious about hearing your story 
about how your soul is handling the disruptions in our 
lives as we learn to live into the stay at home orders. 

Our social, emotional, spiritual and mental spirits 
are being impacted and our souls are feeling it. Some 
of our souls are feeling weary and tired. Some of 
our souls are overwhelmed by the ever-changing 
information that is given daily, sometimes hourly by 
our employers or our local governments or the CDC. 
Some of our souls are desperately craving physical 
touch and connection with friends. Some of our souls 
are struggling with high school academics!

While there are numerous examples of weariness, 
worry and needs, it is also important to note how 
our souls have also been filled during this time. I 
have heard stories about spending more time reading 
scripture. I have heard stories about spending more 
time in prayer and silence. I have heard stories about 
spending more time with family members since the 
busy schedules have ceased. I have heard stories 

about meal deliveries, grocery 
deliveries, letter writing, 
making masks, more phone 
calls and video calls with 
friends and family members. I 
have heard stories of churches 
trying new, creative and 
innovative ways to still be the 
church amid the size limits on 
gatherings. I have experienced 
the drive by parade of teachers 
from both the elementary school and middle school 
in my neighborhood and witnessed the happiness of 
children on their porches. I have witnessed the smiles 
and laughter of children during a virtual circle time 
for preschoolers. I have celebrated a birthday with my 
nephew in Minnesota through Zoom.

Amid the pause of our normal lifestyles is the reality 
that the world moves on. My prayer list has increased 
with requests that are non-COVID-19 related. Many 
of us have similar prayer lists that include requests like 
successful pacemaker surgery, health tests for a non-
diagnosed issue, death of a family member and the 
struggles of a relationship ending.

During this conflictual time of pause and reality, I 
invite us to remain faithful to our spiritual practices 
to nurture our soul. I encourage us to remain socially 
connected with others through phone calls, texts, 
video calls and letter writing. I encourage us to take 
some brain breaks – listen to music, take a walk, 
exercise, read a book – to restore our mental capacity. 

I invite us to find ways to share our disappointments 
with a trusted individual so our emotional soul can 
be healing. I challenge us to share our soulful spirit 
with others so they may experience the church in 
their communities beyond the walls of a building. 
Remember, we are on this journey together!

LAITY VOICES
BY AMY THOMPSON

Amy Thompson, 
Missouri Conference 

Lay Leader

Remain Faithful to Our Spiritual 
Practices to Nurture Our Soul

I challenge us to 
share our soulful spirit 
with others so they may 
experience the church in 
their communities beyond 
the walls of a building. 
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Individual Mailed Subscription
This magazine is automatically sent to all clergy and 
selected church leaders, but is also available to anyone 
for $20 per year. Send checks payable to the Missouri 
Conference to Susan Brandes at 3601 Amron Court, 
Columbia, MO, 65202. 

Bulk Subscriptions
This is a good way for churches to distribute to members at 
less than half the cost of individual subscriptions. 

Prices are $100 to receive a box of 10 magazines monthly 
for a year, 25 magazines monthly for $200; 50 magazines 
for $350, or 100 magazines for $500 per year. Send checks 
payable to the Missouri Conference to Susan Brandes at 
3601 Amron Court, Columbia, MO, 65202.

Read Online
Every issue is available on our website at 
www.moumethodist.org/magazine.

Read Via Email
Subscribe for free to have a PDF of each issue emailed 
to you by selecting The Missouri Methodists at www.
moumethodist.org/stayconnected.

Use An App
The magazine is available via a free app on iPads or 
iPhones. Search the iTunes library for The Missouri 
Methodists.

Share & Speak Up
Reading this magazine on paper or online? Don’t forget to 
share. Paper copies can be passed around, and links to the 
digital version can be e-mailed, posted on social media or 
posted on websites. If you have anything you would like 
to share about the magazine, or if you want to connect 
Fred Koenig, Editor of The Missouri Methodists, with 
a talented writer, photographer or videographer in your 
congregation, e-mail fkoenig@moumethodist.org.
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For more event Information visit: 
http://www.moumethodist.org/events

Micro-Training Programs
AVAILABLE ONLINE, ANYTIME
United Methodist Communications offers free 
online micro-training courses, with professional 
instruction available on YOUR time. Micro-trainings 
are a learning method designed to deliver effective 
content in a time frame ranging from 20-30 minutes. 
These "burst of knowledge" or micro-trainings will 
equip you with communication practices that you 
can start applying to your congregations today. Stay 
tuned for upcoming topics!

Facebook Outreach Micro-Training
AVAILABLE ONLINE, ANYTIME

Online: https://www.umctraining.org/
product?catalog=Facebook-Outreach

Facebook is a tool that connects individuals in 
communities all across the globe. This micro-training 
is designed to help you expand your outreach efforts 
and awareness of your church by making the most of 
key Facebook promotion and marketing tools.

Facebook Outreach is an open enrollment course; 
students can register for this class at any time. 
Students will have access to the online course for 
three months starting from the day of registration.

Sharing Your Church 
through Pictures
AVAILABLE ONLINE, ANYTIME

Online: https://www.umctraining.org/
product?catalog=Sharing-Your-Church-Through-
Pictures

Websites, social media, and print media are all 
enhanced by attention-grabbing visuals.  Studies 
show that people will likely engage with your 
content if you have a picture telling the story of 
what the reader is about to encounter. This micro-
training presents practical tips regarding how to 
take good pictures and also contains interviews 
from United Methodist Communication's own staff 
photographers.
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Contemplative photography has 
ingrained in me the value and need to 

observe images with detachment from my 
preconceived thoughts.  Predetermined 
thoughts do help us cope with life. Can 
you imagine what it would be like to each 
day have to process every sight, sound, 
concept, context and construct as if it were 

totally new? We couldn’t cope. But in the 
process, we trade away a lot. Creativity 
suffers. Observations and revelations are 
filtered out and missed. Our composite 
metanarrative can become a mental prison. 
To a photographer, this encasement in 
prejudicial thought filters out a great deal 
of beauty and form. God is at work in all 

things in redemptive and creative ways 
and we’ll miss out if we remain confined 
in our mental prisons. COVID-19 can jar us 
to look at life and death and faith around 
us with detachment from some of our 
preconceived thoughts. How can you 
escape your current mental prison and 
clearly see the will and work of God?


